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At the Closed Cycles 2020 Symposium, we put a strong focus on the practice of closing
material cycles by following an integrative ecological engineering approach. This “marriage”
of ecology and engineering to a single, innovative design framework requires new
procedures and new tools (which in parts do not even exist yet).
During the “Task and case study” sessions at Closed Cycles 2020, we aim to explore and
contribute to the development this design framework. A mandatory prerequisite is sufficient
time: time for getting to know each other’s perspectives, exploring this new approach,
listening, asking questions and getting into a creative mindset.
Usually, scientific conferences do not care too much about integration. In this symposium,
we will! Based on the “Task and case study” sessions, a state-of-the art paper on the
“ecological engineering design framework” (working title) is planned after the symposium.

What is the difference between “task” and “case study” sessions?
-

-

Tasks are unsolved & complex problems with a concrete interest to solve them, e.g.
the revitalization of a former industrial zone that was abandoned, the transition from
non-renewable to renewable energies, the transformation of an urban district with
old houses towards zero carbon etc.
Case studies either are existing projects, in their realization phase, or completed
projects, that raise new open questions (e.g., upscaling issues, operative or
conceptual issues etc).

How does the setting of the “Task and case study” sessions look like?
-

1

Each “task or case study” (T&C) session will have a host who facilitates the session
The number of participants cannot exceed 20 persons (ideally not more than 10)
The host is responsible for an open and welcoming atmosphere. Ideally, a T&C
session should “feel” like a meeting among friends
It is up to the hosts how they want to direct and facilitate their session (e.g., use of a
design thinking approach); the organizers aim to provide adequate online tools1

The decision on the online tool of choice is still pending (May 19, 2020)

-

-

The host must formulate open questions to stimulate the discussion
A maximum of 1/3 of the time can be assigned to thematic input
A minimum of 2/3 of the time must be reserved for discussion
A T&C session may contain one or several tasks/case studies and may last from at
least 1 hour one day to a max. of 7 hours within 3 days (if related several tasks and
case studies are lined up and combined).
The duty of the T&C session hosts is to summarize the outcome (e.g., a list of
suggested ideas or measures) for the envisioned “ecological engineering design
framework”

Symposium’s program (state of planning May 19, 2020):

The light-red boxes in the program are time slots reserved for tasks and case studies.
In total, 360 minutes (= 6 hours) are reserved for them (the final program will depend on the
number actual submissions)

